
PERSONAL POWER ...

is a function of CHOICE. It is believing that, regardless of our
circumstances, we always have the power to choose how we perceive our
circumstances (the meaning we ascribe to them) and how we will respond .

... is INTERNALLY DERIVED. No matter what our external circumstances,
personal power is expressed from inside of us to the outside.

. .. is our COMMITMENT in action. It is the expression of what we really
want, or do not want. It is not what we "should" or "need" or "have" to do. If you
want to know what people want ... look at what they've got.

... is an expression of constant RESPONSIBILITY. Those who assume
responsibility for the consequences of their actions, regardless of the circumstances,
have power to effect change. Those who assume no responsibility have no power.
This is also true for situations where the circumstances are consequences of someone
else's actions. Choosing to be responsible makes us response-able .

... is enhanced by seeing NO FAILURE. All results can be seen simply as
feedback. When we like the results, we continue the behaviors producing those results.
When we don't like the results, we change our behavior until we get the results we
desire. In modifying our behavior, we avoid the debilitating implications of "failures"
and simply focus on results, feedback and changes as desired.

... gives us increased HAPPINESS AND WELL BEING. Even when our
chosen action is difficult, it is our choice and an expression of who we really are.
Since we are in control, we experience less stress and have more positive energy
available for the task .

... is what makes us truly human. The mineral, plant and animal kingdoms
function in varying levels of reaction to their environment. It is only mankind that has
the POTENTIAL TO CREATE and respond. People who act out of conscious choice
embody the highest human potential.

... is something we already have. Once we are aware of this truth, the rest is
CHOICE.
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